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X-bar (adj./n.) (3) A system of grammatical analysis developed in generat-
ive linguistics as an alternative to traditional accounts of phrase structure
and lexical categories. It is argued both that the rules of phrase-structure
grammar need to be more constrained (see constraint), and that more phrasal
categories need to be recognized. In particular, within the noun phrase, the
need is felt to recognize intermediate categories larger than the noun but smaller
than the phrase, e.g. very fast or very fast car in the phrase the very fast car.
These intermediate categories, which have no status in previous phrase-structure
models, are formally recognized in X-bar syntax by a system of X-bars, each
of which identifies a level of phrasal expansion. Given a lexical category, X,
X0 = ‘X with no bars’ (i.e. ‘zero-bar’, the category itself); v = X1 = ‘X-bar’ =
‘X-single-bar’; w = X2 = ‘X-double-bar’; x = X3 = ‘X-treble-bar’; and so on. For
example, the following tree illustrates two levels of expansion for N (‘N-bar’
and ‘N-double-bar’):

Each of the bar categories corresponding to X is known as a bar-projection of X.
The value of recognizing intermediate categories in this way is widely agreed, but
discussion continues about the number of categories which need to be recognized,
and how far it is possible to generalize rules of category formation throughout a
grammar.



X-tier (n.) A term used in autosegmental phonology to describe a con-
ception of the skeletal tier in which the feature [syllabic] is eliminated,
segments being specified for no features at all, thus contrasting with the cv-tier
approach; also known as the timing unit or timing tier theory. This approach is
claimed to have advantages in removing redundancy (the overlap in function
between syllable position and whether a position is a C or a V).
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